



Solar Eclipse Eye Safety 
 

If you listen to the news, you’re probably aware, a total solar eclipse will take place on 
Monday, August 21st. People may not realize the dangers of trying to view the eclipse without 
proper eyewear. Adults and young ones may think that sunglasses guard against the intense 
UV and infrared radiation emitted during the eclipse and that is not the case. 

 

Without proper eye protection, damage that occurs from looking at the eclipse is irreversible. 
Eye damage from improper viewing may not be immediately apparent. UV and infrared damage 
will not initially cause pain and may take several hours before eyesight is impaired.

 

Please share this information with your teammates, clients and others. In addition, make copies 
for employees to take home and share with family and friends. We only have two eyes, and this 
is an event everyone will want to see. 

 


Take precaution and only use ISO 12312-2 approved Eclipse Viewing Glasses! 
 


� 

 

It is never safe to look directly at the sun's rays – even if the sun is partly obscured. When 
watching a partial eclipse you must wear eclipse glasses at all times if you want to face the 

http://r20.rs6.net/tn.jsp?f=001E5pmhKQluTeYuhT0-sUp7t5VAlyVSP2i3g-8o_3kV218FnrMd70ttMix9chHPCRB6ihJ9AWUmiw8ftIBEJSRlQZqG3sIg2fzL2taeLZlHqpJv45mmb7v2A4iGNuELm2CVmUFPkCDcnALECaIkTbX8ynhipp7A3y5&c=IjybX4SD3Ltc-40JIKC1OdXj7ClbvSAK8GhOVDwQ9VJJeozj-07Gqw==&ch=VsK1oc9VmfRIoit_YBS8wK1v087mcvyB8T3x05e1SSWNLRtIPaNOjQ==


sun, or use an alternate indirect method. This also applies during a total eclipse up until the 
time when the sun is completely and totally blocked.


The only safe way to look directly at the uneclipsed or partially eclipsed sun is through special-
purpose solar filters, such as “eclipse glasses” or hand-held solar viewers. Homemade filters or 
ordinary sunglasses, even very dark ones, are not safe for looking at the sun; they transmit 
thousands of times too much sunlight. Refer to the American Astronomical Society (AAS) 
Reputable Vendors of Solar Filters & Viewers page for a list of manufacturers and authorized 
dealers of eclipse glasses and handheld solar viewers verified to be compliant with the ISO 
12312-2 international safety standard for such products.

 

Sources:

 

https://www.nasa.gov/content/eye-safety-during-a-total-solar-eclipse

 

https://eclipse2017.nasa.gov/sites/default/files/publications/Safety_508.pdf

 

https://eclipse2017.nasa.gov/sites/default/files/publications/
2017EclipseAcrossAmericaFlyer_508.pdf 


 

Read it anywhere, use it everywhere 

Now Incident Prevention is everywhere you need it. Use it as a reference in the field or for 
talking points at your next safety meeting!


 � 
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Download the App
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Stay connected with Incident Prevention! 

 

    



